
Planet X influencing Mars/Jupiter the last week...
Submitted by Sheldon

 Our "inbound Cosmic Threat" appears to ALREADY BE IN THE INNER SOLAR SYSTEM... See 
link below whereby Terral 03 attests to this plus "anomalies" going on around Mars & Jupiter within 
the last week.. Gil Eriksen thinks Saturn will be the "next victim" around the END of NEXT year, so 
who knows ?? Interestingly enough, NASA's "JUNO" Spacecraft just entered Jupiter's orbit to "study 
it" LINK...

http://thelightofdayradioshow.com/PlanetX_Files/Terral_3-21-16_Location-of-the-Black-Star.pdf

GREEN FLASH ON MARS JUNE 27TH: You've heard of green flashes above the setting sun. This 
week an astrophotographer in Sweden spotted a green flash on Mars. Visit Spaceweather.com for 
pictures and an explanation of this unusual phenomenon.

This Picture Shows Something Strange Happening in Jupiter's Atmosphere
http://gizmodo.com/this-picture-shows-something-strange-happening-in-jupit-1782670034

Hubble Captures Amazing Auroras over Jupiter
http://www.coasttocoastam.com/article/hubble-captures-amazing-auroras-over-jupiter/

AND, I hear a recent interview whereby David Meade AGREED with the host that Planet X must be on 
the "other side" of  the Asteroid Belt RIGHT NOW...

Terral’s Reply:

The idea that NASA or anybody is going to gather Jupiter environmental baseline data today is 
ridiculous. Here is recent Jupiter history information:

2010: http://science.nasa.gov/science-news/science-at-nasa/2010/20may_loststripe/

2011: http://www.newser.com/story/135859/is-jupiters-core-dissolving.html

2012: http://www.foxnews.com/tech/2012/03/22/jupiter-is-melting-scientists-say.html 

2012: https://www.insidescience.org/content/jupiters-melting-heart-sheds-light-mysterious-
exoplanet/558 

2015: http://www.universetoday.com/92003/is-jupiters-core-liquifying/ 

2015: http://phys.org/news/2015-10-great-red-orange-pimpleis-jupiter.html 
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Scientists knew Jupiter’s core was liquefying in 2011, as the giant red spot (storm) has been changing 
to become opaque in less than a decade. The time for gathering information of baseline data for Jupiter 
has long since gone and these scientists know it very well.

http://www.space.news/2015-10-06-entire-solar-system-is-heating-up-scientists-blame-solar-
warming.html

The truth is that the entire solar system is heating up like we see here on Earth with 2015 being the 
hottest year in recorded history outmatching 2014; and 2016 will indeed be the hottest year once the 
data is gathered. You would think the baseline data for the entire solar system would say that the Sun is 
very active and responsible for the warming of the planets. Right? Wrong; just the opposite:

http://solarscience.msfc.nasa.gov/SunspotCycle.shtml 

The wonderful NASA scientists have concluded that the Sun is going to sleep heading into a Maunder 
Minimum and:

http://coyoteprime-runningcauseicantfly.blogspot.com/2010/01/astrophysics-suns-heliosphere-
shrinking.html 

The heliosphere protecting our solar system from the interstellar wind shrunk 25 percent from 2000 to 
2010 and at the same time that Damaging 6 to 8-magnitude earthquake events skyrocketed.

Here is the deal in a nutshell: NASA is hiding the fact that our Sun has a small-diameter/high-mass 
binary twin that is already moving in the inner solar system that has made magnetic portal connection 
to our Sun and the planets. The Black Star has been averaging a 12-degree move left in the orbit 
diagram from 2004 to 2015, but 2016 saw only a 3-degree move due to Binary Star Magnetic 
Repulsion allowing Jupiter to close in on Black Star position with a 30-degree move left in the orbit 
diagram that is shortening the Black Star/Jupiter magnetic portal connection increasing the percentage 
of active internal conduits with each portal disconnection and reconnection. This explains why Jupiter’s 
core is heating up like the Earth core is heating up from near Black Star/planet proximity. This is why 
Earth just went through a big seismic storm with intense volcanism for April 2016 with Martian Dust 
Storms and another magnetopause collapse (reversal) amid solar flare activity; just like we saw in 
March 2012, because Earth once again passed between the Sun and inbound Black Star.

Terral’s 2016 Newsletter Volume 25: https://goo.gl/BynxZ2

Terral’s 2016 Newsletter Volume 26: https://goo.gl/zsOayA 

Here are complimentary links to my two recent newsletters. A youtube video update link appears atop 
each newsletter with a link to a recent radio show on the final page in the Radio Section.

Get more information at http://terral03.com. Head’s up!
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